Dear Harvard University Administration,

As members of the Harvard community, we call upon the Harvard University Administration to bargain in good faith for a fair contract with HGSU-UAW Local 5118 after seven months of negotiations and to do everything within their power to avoid a strike. The administration has been slow to find common ground agreements, and had two federal unfair labor practices filed against it by HGSU-UAW. We stand with the Harvard student workers in their demand for fair pay that reflects the cost of living, real protections against all forms of discrimination and harassment, and union security.

Last year, the cost of living increased by over 4% in Cambridge. Your proposal for a mere 2.5% increase upon ratification of the contract, followed by increases of 3% each of the next two years, means a decrease in student workers' real wages. This is unacceptable. All Harvard workers deserve fair pay.

Every other union on Harvard’s campus has access to neutral third-party grievance and arbitration for cases of harassment and discrimination. The dining workers with UNITE HERE Local 26 just settled a contract that includes the same protections for which student workers are asking. Student workers are requesting additional options for survivors: a third party, neutral arbitration procedure. Graduate students should not be excluded from the protections that other Harvard workers have enjoyed for years. Additionally, they deserve to have majority third-party hearing panels in the decision-making process for Title IX cases, as well as access to financial assistance for lawyers in these cases. The power imbalance and lack of accountability cannot continue.

Every other union on Harvard’s campus has union security, meaning that all workers in the bargaining unit contribute equally to support their union. Union dues are crucial to the sustainability of any union and are necessary to cover legal, representational, administrative and other costs. Every other Harvard worker represented by a union is required to pay union dues or agency fees—graduate students are the only exception. As members of the Harvard community, we do not want Harvard to be associated with the nationwide attacks on union security exemplified through the passage of so-called "right-to-work" laws, which have been used to trample the rights of workers to organize and collectively bargain. We demand that Harvard respect graduate student workers' collective rights by not excluding them from the union security agreements that all other Harvard workers enjoy.

We will stand with Harvard’s student workers as they stand on the picket line. We support HGSU’s strike action and call upon the administration to address their bargaining demands promptly.

Sincerely,

Coalition for a Diverse Harvard
Harvard TPS Coalition
Fossil Fuel Divest Harvard
Harvard Alliance Against Campus Cops
Harvard Prison Divestment Campaign
Harvard Graduate School of Education Student Council
Harvard Divinity School Student Association
1. Sonia Kangaju, Harvard College 2023
2. Cindy Phan, Class of 2024 at Harvard College
3. Thuan Tran
4. Alexandria Ho, Harvard College class of 2024
5. Samia Afrose
7. Carter Demaray, Harvard College student
8. Ryan Gunderman, Law Student
10. Byron Gonzalez, undergrad
11. Mireya Sanchez-Maes, 2024 Harvard College
12. Laeticia Allache, Sophomore, College
13. Amado Candelario, Harvard University '24
14. Ethan Phan
15. Vivian Nguyen, College, Class of 2024
16. Kelly Ding, student at college
17. June Park, Harvard College '24
18. Ibta Chowdhury, Current student, 2025, Harvard College
19. Lara Zeng
20. Lisa Gao
21. Angel Hoyang, Harvard College
22. Adrienne Chan, Harvard College class of 2025
23. Vivian Nguyen, Harvard College 2025
24. Shreya Nair, Harvard College 2024
25. Marilynn Miguel, Harvard College Class of 2023
26. Christopher Li, Harvard College, 2025
27. Kian Moretz, Harvard College
28. Raymond Wu, Harvard College '25
29. Sophie Kim
30. Linh Vu
32. Henry Wu, Harvard College Class of 2025
33. Amulya Garimella, College Class of 2025
34. Ming Li Wu, College '21, HGSE '22
35. Sidnee Klein, Harvard College Class of 2025
36. Anika Allen, Harvard College 2024
37. Guillaume Bouchard, Harvard College 2023
38. Chase Melton, College, 2025
40. Taia Cheng, 2024 Harvard College
41. Prince Williams, Undergraduate student; Harvard College; Class of 2025
42. Jordan Barton, Harvard College Young Democratic Socialists of America (Chair)
43. Anaga Dinesh, Harvard College '23
44. Zoe Nagasawa, Harvard College Class of 2025
45. Haesung Jee, Harvard College, '24
46. Ilana Cohen, Harvard College '23
47. Meadow Hall, Harvard College 2024
48. Evelyn Gonzalez, Harvard College '24
50. Claire Pryor, College '23
51. Sofia Andrade, College '24
52. Alice Wu, Harvard College '25
53. Samantha Chung, College 2025
54. Sarah Lynch, Harvard College 2022
55. Brandon Calderon, Harvard College '23
56. Roderick Emley, Undergraduate, Class of 2024, IBEW 2320 member
57. Evangeline Liao, Harvard College 2025
58. Elise Colin, Harvard College, Class of 2022
59. Sarai Perez Camacho, Harvard College '22
60. Wonuola Obasa, Current student
61. Maya Bhagat, Harvard College, Class of 2022
62. Matt Sakiyama, c/o 2025, Harvard College
63. Brett Cardenas, Harvard College 2025
64. Ari Cheriyan, Harvard College '25
65. Elliot Chin, Harvard College '25
66. Claudia Cabral, Harvard College '22
67. Belen Cerda Luna, FAS Class of 2024
68. Raquel Rivera, Harvard College, 2023
69. Hallie Pugh-Sellers, Harvard College '24
70. Mariam Mufleh, Harvard College, Class of 2025
71. Sara Komatsu, 2023, College
72. Destiny Rochester
73. Alyssa Ross, College
74. Jacob Ostfeld, College
75. Tracy Jiang, Harvard College 2024
76. Allananp Rolph, Harvard college, 2024
77. Martha Denton, College '24
78. Rachel Zhou, College, Class of 2024
79. baby Oloko, College '21
80. Chloe Koulefianou, College 2023
81. Robert Greene, College '24
82. Jessie Lee, College '23
83. Kai DeJesus, Harvard College '24, GenderSci Lab Research Assistant
84. Shirley Zhu, Harvard College 2025
85. Beck Schwartz, Community Member (Wife Attends Harvard Business School)
86. Andrew Saydjari, Physics G4
87. Gabriel Sun, College, 2025
88. Mireya Sanchez-Maes, College of Arts and Sciences 2024
89. William Sutton, Harvard College '23
90. Walter Goldberg, College '24
91. Birukti Tsige, Harvard College 2023
92. Henry Lear, College '24
93. Camila Telez, FAS '24
94. Aryt Alasti, Security Officer/SEIU Local 32BJ
95. Michael A. Nowiszewski, ALM '17 Harvard Extension School & Security, 32BJs
96. Katie Sutton, Parent of Harvard Class of 21 and 23
97. Timothy Buckley
98. Amel Ahmed, Security officer
99. Geoff Carens, Library Asst, HUCTW / AFSCME Local 3650
100. Gabriel DiAntonio, College Class of 25
101. The Xuan Antonio
102. Syd Sanders, Sophomore, Harvard College
103. Lina Pinheiro
104. Sanaa Kahloun, Harvard College '25
105. Joy Anyiam, Harvard College 2025
106. Noah Cohen, Library Staff, HUCTW
107. Ed Dupree, former HUCTW member (retired)
108. Eileen McNeely, Environmental Health, Chan School
109. Lusia Zaitseva, Faculty
110. Samuel Dolbee, History & Literature
111. Ana Isabel Keilson, Lecturer on Social Studies
112. Amy Alemu, Social Studies
113. Justin Reynolds, Social Studies
114. Paige Boehmcke, HBS Research Associate
115. Katrina Forrester, Government and Social Studies
116. Ben Forrester, Harvard College '20
117. Michaela Thompson, Preceptor, ESPP
118. Evan Taparata, Charles Warren Center for Studies in American History
119. Rosemarie Wagner, Social Studies
120. Jacob Brown, Harvard College '23
121. Rachel Carle, Harvard Kennedy School MPP 2022
122. Cassandra Carrion, Security
123. Nina Elkadi, College, 2023
124. Genesis Nam, Harvard College 2024
125. Claire Wigglesworth
126. Alexander Liptak
127. Jasmine Opie, Harvard College Class of '16
128. Clara Isabel Di Tella, Alumni '16/'17
129. Adam Haber, Environmental Health
130. Sara Feldman, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
131. Rachel Sandalow-Ash, Harvard College '15, HLS '20
132. Maggie Doherty, Instructor
133. Morgan Day Frank, History and Literature
134. Thomas Dichter, History & Literature, Harvard College
135. Sam Klug, Alum, GSAS 2020
136. Byron Davies, PhD in Philosophy (2018)
137. Darryl Li, GSAS 2012, College 2001
139. William Oh, Harvard College, ‘18
140. Natasha Sokol, Alumna, HSPH 2018
141. Hannah Ozmun, Harvard Divinity School, 2020
142. Alvaro Valle, Harvard College, 2018
143. Gregory Clines, GSAS PhD, 2018
144. Cristina Groeger, Alum, College ‘08, GSAS’ 17
145. Diane Klein
146. Nivedita Saksena, MPH ’20, HSPH
147. Maia Gokhale, HSPH ’20
149. Ivan Kroupin, Alumnus GSAS (2021); Post-doc GSAS (current)
150. Samuel Ewing, GSAS Alumnus, 2021
151. Phoebe Co, Harvard Graduate School of Education 2020
152. Avery Davis Bell, GSAS PhD 2019
154. Theron Carmichael, Alumnus, 2021, GSAS
155. Sarah Surrain, Alumna, GSAS, PhD ’21
156. Joan Steffen
157. Benjamin McKeen, Alumnus, Harvard College ‘02
158. Adele H. Faure, HKS ‘14
159. John Gee, GSAS 2021
160. Michael Galant, Harvard Kennedy School, 2018
161. Charles Petersen, GSAS 2020
162. Michael Gould-Wartofsky, Harvard College ’07
163. Laura Taronas
164. Jessica Carichner, MPH Student, RA HMS-HCP
165. Julie Eller
166. Sarah Moug, MPH 2022 HSPH
167. Mary Jimmanus Saba, Harvard College ’06
168. Sarah Jenkins, Teaching Assistant, AFVS
170. David Kidd, Harvard University Graduate School of Education
171. Nicholas Watson, Faculty, department of English / Medieval Studies
173. Abigail Modaff, Faculty, Social Studies; PhD ’21, BA ’12
174. Jacob Kopas, HLS 2007
175. Devika Agrawa; PhD Student at HGSE Graduating 2022
176. Noa Corcoran-Tadd, GSAS ’17
177. Sam Heller, Harvard College ’18
178. Gabe Murchison
179. Alejandro Arzu, Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, SM-80 credit GHP Class of 2023
181. Sonya Karabel, Harvard alumni
182. Jackie Wang, Assistant Professor of American Studies and Ethnicity, USC
183. Franklin Miler, PhD, GSAS 72
186. Hannah Rosefield, Preceptor, Expository Writing
187. Krishna Dasaratha, College ’13, GSAS ’21
188. Tsiyon Geremew, Harvard College Class of 2025
189. Thuan Tran
190. Judith Norsigian, class of HR1970
191. Ezra Lebovitz, Harvard College
192. Ryan Dudley, Sophomore at Harvard College
193. Chanda Prescod-Weinstein, Harvard College ‘03
194. Kenji Aoki, Harvard College ’22
195. Tina Chong, HKS ’09
196. Brian Shuve, GSAS alum, Ph.D. in Physics ’12
197. Kevin Hsu, 2010, School of Public Health
198. Emil Massad, Harvard College, 2025
199. Eric Dunipace, Alumni, GSAS 2021
201. Minju Cho, Harvard College ’10
202. Phoebe Barr, Harvard College, Class of 2024
203. Luna Dantas, Harvard college
204. Liam Keohane, Alum (College 2019)
205. Marcus Knoke, College Student 2024
206. Daniel Jordan, GSAS (PhD) 2015
207. Hannah Dawson, JD, 2020
208. Amanda Powers, Harvard College ’21
209. Saul Glist, Harvard College Class of 2022
210. Sarah Fellman, College ’19
211. Nicole Woo, Harvard College 1992
212. Arthur Miller
213. Addie Owens
214. Walter Johnson, Harvard (History and AAAS_
215. Joseph Cronin, GSAS Alumni
216. Ted Mills, Law 1993
217. Kamala Avila-Salmon, Harvard College ’03, HBS ’11
218. Eric Coles, Alumni, Harvard Chan School of Public Health, 2020
219. Liren Ma, College ’20
220. Ambika Kamath, GSAS Ph.D. 2017 (OEB)
221. Nivi Ravi, Alumni (College, Class of 2021)
222. Daniel Backman, Harvard College ’15
223. Melissa Gayton, Harvard College ’19
224. Honor Pimentel, Harvard College 2025
225. Liz Hoveland, College Class of 2022
226. Tadhg Larabee, Harvard College ’23
228. Lee Kennedy-Shafer, GSAS/HSPH ’20
229. Christopher Spaide, GSAS PhD 2019
230. Sadia Demby, Harvard College ’22
231. Sarah Schlotter, PhD, ’18
232. Ria Modak, Harvard College 2022
233. Cara Kupferman, Harvard College Class of 2020
234. Irene Liefshitz, Faculty, HGSE
235. Ria Mazumdar, Harvard Business School Research Associate Staff
236. Nadine Bahour, College 2022
237. Shay Pezzulo, Harvard College ’22
238. Justine Landau, Associate Professor, Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations
239. Marissa Diggs, College, 2022
240. Meredith Schweig, FAS 03, GSAS ’13
241. Eden Girma, Harvard College ’18
242. Mande Zecca, Expository Writing
243. Chloe Becker, Harvard College Class of 2025
244. Thomas Hooker, Alumni
245. Ellie Taylor, College, 2022
246. Tilly Krishna, Harvard College Class of 2025
247. Francis X. Clooney, Harvard Divinity School
248. Elizabeth Hague, HLS 2014
249. Wesley Antell, Alum, GSAS 2020
250. Laura Roberts, Extension faculty and alumni
251. James R Russell, NELC (Emeritus)
252. Matthew Cole, Writing Program
253. Aryt Alasti, Security Officer, SEIU Local 32BJ
254. Christopher Sturr, Committee on Degrees in Social Studies
255. Daria Khitrova, Slavic
256. Stephanie Paulsell, Harvard Divinity School
257. Karen O’Brien, Staff / HUCTW
258. Colleen Clark, 1964
259. Colleen Clark, Class of 1964
260. Kirsten Weld, Professor, History Department
261. Donald Coen
262. Chelsea Guo, Harvard College '24
263. Ana Breznik, Harvard College
265. Seulki Ki, HLS '20
266. Jared Odessky, Law '20
267. Richard Horan, AB 15, Harvard College; JD 21, HLS; MPP 21, HKS
268. Colleen Clark, Radcliffe 1964
269. David Becerra, Harvard College 2015
270. Luke Miratrix, HGSE
271. John Boonstra, History & Literature
272. Felicity Lufkin, Committee on Folklore and Mythology
273. Zachary Nowak, Lecturer, Extension School
274. Dave Unger, lecturer histsci + alum
275. David Lewis
276. Anne Marie Creighton, Harvard College 2014
277. Hiromi Miyagi-Lusthaus, faculty of an area university
278. Itamar Turner-Trauring, Extension School (2009)
279. Katherine Christoffel, HR 1969
281. Micah Walter, alum, GSAS 2018
282. Deborah Marvel, GSAS Alumna, 1986
283. Thomas Kuntz, School of Public Health
284. Ateha Bailly, HDS
286. Edward Halloran, Somerville Municipal Employees Association and The Somerville Labor Show
287. Sunyeop Lee, HSPH 2020
288. W.Katherine Yih, Population Medicine, Harvard Medical School
290. Lars Hernquist
291. Carissa Rodriguez, Faculty, AFVS
292. Marie Kennedy

293. Kate Griem, College class of 2025
294. Aaron Bekemeyer, Lecturer, History Department
295. Margaret Powell, Harvard College, '19
296. Isaac Heller, College 2023
298. Angelina Fryer, Harvard College '03
299. Julian Handler, Harvard College Class of 2024
300. Paige Clark, Freshman FAS
301. Ann Finkel, Harvard College 2015
302. Eva Rosenfeld, Harvard College 2021
303. Evans Berreondo Giron, Harvard College
304. Martha Schnee, Alumni, HGSE '20
305. Young Joo Lee, visiting faculty, Department of Art Film and Visual Studies
306. Erin Routon
307. Gillian Selig, College 2025
308. Daniel Aragon, Harvard College Class of 2025
309. Asher Miller, HGSE 2022
310. Ju Yon Kim, English
311. Tyler Bongers, Preceptor in Mathematics
312. Benjamin Bradlow, Lecturer, Sociology
314. Lisa Albert, faculty assistant (HUCTW)
315. Corine Rosenberg, Alumni, HGSE '20
316. Ivy Yan, College '15 and HLS '20
317. nadirah farah foley, GSAS '21
318. Jane Sujen Bock
319. Corinne Curcie, Harvard College Class of 2015
320. Susan Hegeman, AB 1986; United Faculty of Florida (NEA/AFT/FEA)
322. Laura Isabel Serna, PhD, GSAS 2006
323. Mark Engler, Harvard College ‘99-’98
324. Ellora Derenoncourt, Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Princeton University
325. Rudi Batzell, GSAS Alum, History PhD, 2017
326. Annie Hollister, JD ‘20
327. Anna Jaffe, HMS, Program in Neuroscience, G5
328. Selmaan Chettih, Alumnus, Neuroscience PhD, 2019
329. Amelia Spinney, Studio Coordinator, HUCTW
330. Sarah Bayer, HLS ‘20
331. Jacob Slichter, Harvard class of 1983
332. Amy Sloper, Harvard Library Staff
333. Christine Mitchell, HDS ‘12, HSPH ‘19
334. Matthew Morrison, Former fellow
335. Supriya Misra, Alum
336. Abigail Weil, Alumna, GSAS, 2019
337. Jim Robinson-Bohnslav, Harvard GSAS 2021
338. Rev. Dr. Colin Bossen, GSAS History AM 2016; American Studies PhD 2018
339. Sofia Soares
340. Hanon McShea, College ‘18
341. David Levy, Harvard College ‘00
342. Whitney Benns, HGSE
343. Jane Sujen Bock, Jeannie Park, Kristin Penner, Margaret M. Chin
Margaret M. Chin, Michael Williams, Directors, Coalition for a Diverse Harvard
344. Charlotte Arlt
345. Shinichiro Kira, Postdoc in Dept. Neurobiology
346. Amy Offner, Harvard College class of 2001
347. Susan Jhirad, alumna, class ’64, Ph.D. ’72
348. Daniel Morgan, AB 1999
349. Ana Davis, College
350. Holly Dykstra, 21 FAS
351. Andrew Honold, Harvard College ‘23
352. Dara Orenstein, Harvard College ’96
353. Sara Rosenburg, College ‘16
354. Jocelyn Fuentes Fuentes, GSAS Class of 2020
355. Mia Wright, Class of 2024
356. Rebecca Haley, Administrator, HUCTW
357. Mary Summers
358. Joyhanna Garza, College fellow, dept of anthropology
359. Kara Lessin, College ‘16
360. Deborah Belle, HGSE 1976
361. Hope Allen, Harvard Graduate School of Education
362. Richard Thomas, Classics
363. Elitza Belcheva
364. Gillian Osborne, Faculty, Harvard Extension School
365. Peter Li, HGSE ’22
366. Claude Eshun, TA for AFVS department
367. Alan Mozaffari, Harvard School of Public Health ‘22
368. Tatiana Miranda, Harvard College 2024
369. Jacinta Conrad, PhD 2005 (GSAS, Physics)
370. Thuan Tran
371. Kate Travis, Harvard College ‘22
372. Jordan Barton, Harvard College 2023
373. Paton Roberts, Harvard College ‘25
374. Student Labor Action Movement (SLAM), Student organization
375. Nora Marzouqa, Undergraduate student
376. Kari Traylor, Harvard College 2024
377. Eliza Holmes, Expository Writing
378. Alyce Norcross, T.H. Chan SPH - Class of ’22
380. Hanwen Zhang, GSAS, G2
381. Kian Solis, Class of 2025
382. Hannah Johnston, College ‘19
383. Nesrine Mbarek, HKS, 23’
384. Kira Nagoshi, Harvard College c/o 2024
Ayana Gray, Class of 2023, Faculty of Arts and Sciences
Hea Pushpraj, Harvard College - Undergrad
Ruth Jaensubhakij, College '22
Arbella Bet-Shlimon, Alumna, GSAS '12
Olivia Munk, Harvard College Class of 2016
Fred Shaia, HKS MPP Alumnus
Beck Saine, Harvard College '22
Ed Dupree, Harvard Library staff, HUCTW (retired)
Alex Ocampo, Alumni; Biostatistics
Lina Pinheiro, FAD Clerical Union
Kathlyn Kao, M. Arch II 2022, GSD
Chad Frazier, Alum, Georgetown Alliance of Graduate Employees (GAGE), AFT Local 6440
Abia Khan, Harvard College, 2024
David Weimer, GSAS, English 2016
Monica Huerta, Harvard '03
Ashley Farmer, GSAS alumni
Carolina Garcia-De-Alba Rivas, Postdoctoral fellow
Bettine Gibbs, GSAS Chemical Biology
Elizabeth Kroll, Hgse class of 2022
Soleil Saint-Cyr, Harvard College Class of 2025
Kiran Kumbhar, Dept of History of Science, GSAS
Jonathan Green, Postdoc
Houman Safaai
Daniel Wilson
Haden Smiley, Harvard University TA, Undergraduate Tutor, and College alum ('19)
Udodiri Okwandum, GSAS - History of Science
Nick Hawke, Harvard College Class of 2019
Henry Gomory, Harvard College
Jeremy Steffen, UAW Local 838 member
Carlie McGrath, Harvard College 2024
Alan Emanuel, Neurobiology Postdoc
Namuungoo Enkhbat, Harvard College class of 2025
Clara Nevins, student
Corinna Anderson, Publications Coordinator, HUCTW
Evelyn Chen, Harvard College '24
Julio Sainz de Aja, Harvard Medical School, Genetics department
Lucy Hu, MIT-Harvard Joint Program in Health Sciences & Technology
Edward Litwin, Alumnus; Undergraduate class of 2019
Sam Datlof, HLS 2017, HKS 2017
Matthew Noe, Staff, Library, Medical School
Elyse Armstrong, Harvard Graduate School of Education, Education Policy and Analysis MA student
Sara DiCaglio, Harvard College Class of 2006
Nancy Branco, staff
Sarah Klem, HSPH 2020
genevieve butler, Faculty assistant, HUCTW
Harvard TPS Coalition Harvard TPS Coalition
Laura Burns, College, 1975
Keith Wagner, Scribe, HBS, HUCTW
Abigail Perrino
Franklin Mirer, Professor Emeritus, CUNY SPH
Will Torres, HGSE
Brian Mahoney, HGSE, HUCTW
Erik Ramirez Ruiz, Technology, Innovation and Education Program, Class 2022
Dan Micciche, student
Heather Lu-Lasky
Flora Choi, HGSE '22
Nicholas Rinehart, College '14, GSAS '19
Sidney Chalhoub, Department of History and AAAs
Sophie D, alumni
Lisa Rodgers, EPM Graduate Student (HGSE)
Crystal Velez
Nikolas Bowie, Law School
Phoebe West, Harvard College
2018
R Wright
Caroline Allen, Harvard College '24
Maria Ostapovich, Teaching Assistant
Caroline Light, WGS
john womack jr
Ivan Specht, Harvard College '24
Jade Woods, Harvard College Class of '22
Kara Evans, Harvard College, Class of 2022
PHILLIP PICARDI, HDS - MRPL Student
Briana Smith, Faculty, History & Literature
Colby Meeks, College Class of 2025
Alison Forchoh, Harvard College '24
Jim Henle, Harvard staff - former HUCTW - semi-retired as LHT
Maya James, Harvard Divinity School Student Association President (HDS, MTS 22')
Anna Moiseieva, Harvard College Undergraduate Student '25
Malak Arafa, Harvard Graduate School of Education
Jesse Osmar Najarro, Class of 2023, HSPH
Nancy Chen
Katherin Vasquez
Lia Kiam, Undergraduate Student
Charles Hallisey, Harvard Divinity School
Heather Do, HGSE '22
Hallie Pugh-Sellers, Harvard College, class of 2024
Faria Nasruddin, G2, CMES
Wythe Marschall, Harvard University, Ph.D. candidate, History of Science
Rio Anderson, College class of 2025
Kelly Lee, HGSE Master's Candidate
Tracey Rosen, Social Studies
Eben Lazarus, Alumni (GSAS PhD 2018)
Tina Liu
Shraddha Joshi, Harvard College, Class of 2024
Rafael Abrahams, Brandeis PhD student
AJ Faris, MTS Candidate '22, HDS
Yang Ding, HLS Class of 2022
Jane Josepowicz, Harvard College 2025
Jeffrey Booth, AFSCME Local 3650, Library Assistant, Harvard Library Information and Technical Services
Anastasia Trainque, Asst Dir, Special Programs, no union
Jeromel Dela Rosa Lara, Harvard College Class of 2023
Imani Stewart
Calvin Osborne
Shih-Yi Tseng, Graduate student @ GSAS Y2016
Josephine Herman, JD 2020
Juan Espinoza, HLS Class of 2021
Jessica Zhang, Harvard Law School '19
Benjamin Bryant, College '22
Alejandra Villegas, MRPL HDS, class of 2022
Jeremy Ravinsky, HLS 20'
Saea Awartani, Committee on Ethnicity, Migration, Rights
Katherine Cassese, College '25
Anwesha Bhattacharya, Public Policy PhD, Harvard Kennedy School, G1
Tia Browder, Class of 2025, Undergraduate
Nevena Pilipovic-Wengler, GSD, MUP, 2020
Sahil Kuchlous
Ife Omidiran
Ryan Sullivan, Current Student - Harvard Law School '24
David Brannon, Harvard College 2022
Lily Roberts, current undergraduate
Sandra Korn, Alumni (College and GSAS) '14
Elizabeth Yalkut, WARP Web, HMS
Olivia Carter, 2023, College
Sam Murray, Ana Antolin, Strategy G1, HBS
Michiko Theurer, Exchange student
Cassandra Skapek, HSPH 2022
Zat Jamil, HDS
Sage Barnes, Harvard College 2024
TAHMID ISLAM, Hgse
Adam Bradfield, Extension Masters Student
Catherine Dragone, Graduate School of Education
Kelly Szafara, MPH at HSPH Class of 2023
Eugenia Soiles, MC MPA 2022, HKS
Nia Hamilton, HGSE Class of 2022
Nora Schultz, Faculty
Tina Gong, College ’25
Eloy Cano, HGSE | HDE ’22
Beatrice Youd, College
Emily Sun, Harvard Class of 2025
Eunsuh Cho, Harvard University Class of 2025
Ertu Kurti
Madison Valley, Harvard Undergraduate Class of 2025
Courtney Godwin, Harvard Divinity School ’23
Andreas Lordos, Harvard College ’25
Daniela Medina, JD Class of 2023, UC Hastings
Matthew Walsh, College - 2024
Juan Pedraza Arellano, Harvard College Class of 2025
Chan Pham, HGSE
Liliana Cunningham, Harvard College ’23
Austin Nguyen, Harvard University, SEAS, IACS
Arnob Roy, Division of Continuing Education
Emily Wiklund Hayhurst, Harvard Graduate School of Education Staff
Huiwen Chen, Harvard College
Isabella Meyer, Harvard College ’24
Apoorva Krishnan, 2L, law school
Allanah Rolph, College ’24
Mark Walsh, Family Member
Justine Landau, NELC
Ronak Malik, Harvard College Student Class of 2025
Christy Jestin, College ’24
DayOnna Carson, Harvard College Student c/o 2024
Agi Kajanakhu
Ky Nguyen
Ellie Corbus, Harvard College ’22
Anna Dean, Harvard College Class of 2025
Kurt Christensen, Extension student
Samantha Schmitz, College ’22
Benjy Wall-Feng, harvard college 2025
Isabel Haro, College, ’21-23
Tabitha Escalante, Government Department; College ’23
Erica Walker, Alumna 2003
Alyssa Huang
Nikhil Datar, Harvard College, Class of 2025
N. Synclaire Oglesby, Research Operations Manager, Exempt
Michael Puett, East Asian Lang & Civ; Anthropology
Rebecca McBrayer
Molly Reardon, Harvard Graduate School of Education - Class of 2022
Lily Orgeron, CS50 Course Assistant
Emma Terrell, Student - HGSE
Hannah Kim, Widener Library student employee, Harvard College ’24
Mary Kate Suhy, HGSE M.Ed. ’22
Anna Weick, Program Administrator at HLS, HUCTW
Yan Slobodkin, History and Literature
Maeve Williams, HGSE 2022
Nataly Morales Villa, Harvard Graduate School of Education’22
Rachel Udabe, 22, Graduate School of Education
Andrew Epifanio, HGSE 2021-2022
Mel W., HGSE
Natalie Jeter, HGSE 2022
576. Samuel Straus, Faculty - Harvard Graduate School of Education; Alum - Harvard Law School
577. Sawsan Eskander, Alumni
578. Jeff Robinson, HGSE staff; HUCTW
579. Quynn Johnson
580. Constance Darshea Collins, HGSE, Specialized Studies, 2022
582. Jaeyeon Hwang, HGSE
583. Anusha Murali, Harvard College, Class of 2023
584. Mary Hewey, Staff (HUCTW)
585. Janet Chen, Math
586. Michelle Bennett, HGSE '22
587. Anna Stansbury, Economics PhD '21, MPP '15
588. Bailey Hu, Research assistant, HUCTW
589. Ella Lindholm-Uzzi, Human Development & Education, HGSE
590. Shant Charoian
591. Youngmin Yi, University of Massachusetts Amherst, Department of Sociology
592. Catey Borden, Harvard Graduate School of Education
593. Nicah Santos, HGSE '22
594. Chloe Manuel, Class of 2022, HGSE
595. Belle George, GSAS
596. Kerry Mckittrick, HGSE, Class of 2022
597. Angela Caloia
598. Marian Bothner, Harvard College '22
599. Salma Elsayed, Harvard College '23
600. Noor Traina, Harvard Divinity School, Class of 2022
601. Gabriella DelPico
602. Samantha Paltrow-Krulwich, Harvard Chan Health and Social Behavior 2022
603. Hyeryoung Rhee
604. Marouen Jedoui, HDS, 23'
605. Dougie Zubizarreta
606. Susan Mathew, HES Certificate Program
607. Jada Jones, undergraduate college student class of 22
608. Joe McIntyre, HGSE
609. Moriah Lim, Harvard College '22
610. Dan McKanan, Divinity School faculty, College '89
611. Kimberly Hartung
612. Mehwish Jamal, Student GSD
613. Dana McCoy, Associate Professor, HGSE
614. Sidra Fatima
615. Eric Jemba, Harvard College '21
616. Naomi Robalino, Graduate Student
617. Grace Evans, Harvard College '19
618. Caroline Lauer, Alumni, College '14 and GSD '18
619. Sylvia Welsh, Archivist, CADM and HES Student and Faculty Aid
620. Rhea Sharma, HGSE '22
621. Katie Super, HLS '23
622. Shireen Farahani, Harvard Law School, JD '20
623. Fernando Reimers, Harvard Graduate School of Education
624. Yunfeng Zhang, HGSE 2022
625. Katie Super, HLS '23
626. Sara Polsky, HGSE TF, HGSE alum 2021, Harvard College alum 2007
627. Alexander Gourevitch, alumni
628. Karen Sun
629. Janet Rosenbaum, AB '98/99 (College), AM '07 (GSAS), Ph.D. '08 (GSAS)
630. Chris Dede, Learning Design Innovation & Technology, Harvard Graduate School of Education
631. Paula Barberi, '22 Harvard College
632. Elizabeth Block, non-student teaching fellow
633. Jake Stepansky, non-union TF for T550, HGSE '21, College '17
634. Peter Kirschmann, HGSE 2014, Current Teaching Fellow - HGSE T550
635. Asha Ramakumar
636. Alexandra Gugliuzza, Student, TH Chan School of Public Health, Social and Behavioral Sciences
637. Sharon Harper, Faculty
638. Michael Murray, Cambridge resident
Laura Hatfield, Faculty, Department of Health Care Policy, HMS

Savina Martin, Massachusetts Homeless Union & MA. Poor People's Campaign

Amreen Bashir, HGSE 2021

Andrew Lewis, Harvard Catalyst Clinical Research Center at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center

Christian Hoover, MPH 65 Health Policy Student (2023)

Alexis Daggett, 2022 HGSE

Tara Venkatraman, Harvard College '11

Helen Yang, co-op student; neurobiology department

Sandra Ospina, HGSE 2022

Amelia Thompson, HGSE

Christopher Kabacinski, Administrative Coordinator, Office of Undergraduate Research and Fellowships, HUCTW

Kathleen Dillon, M. Ed. 2022, HGSE

Carissa Bruno, Research Assistant, HUCTW

Brandon Kim

Shivan Lala, MS Immunology '21

Isabella Tran, Harvard College '24

Bradley Meader, HUCTW

Michelle Qin, Harvard College Class of 2023

Spencer Strub, Harvard College '09

Diane Moore, faculty

Peter Jin

Melissa Lo, College '04; PhD, GSAS '14

Annie Woronecki, Harvard Law School

Eric Yan

Michelle Lara, College student

Oren Adam

Zachary Fox

Erin Hutchinson, PhD '20

Mahli Knutson, Harvard Kennedy School Class of 2023

Madeline Cline, 2L student at UC Hastings, College of the Law

Monty Montero-Elliott, Community member

Julia Corso, Assistant, HUCTW

Maya Schack, MPA Harvard Kennedy School

Alexandra Rigobon, HKS MPA'23

Alex Prather, HKS MPA 2023

Olivia Wold, HKS MPA 2023

Madeline Kriger, HKS MPA 2023

Melissa Zhang, RA

Kevin Diau, Harvard Kennedy School, Class of 2023

Bhavya Bishnoi, Kennedy School, MPA 2023

Nick Brenner, MPA '22 HKS

Aubree Muse, Harvard College '21

Glenda Perez, HGSE current student

Dane Underwood, Law School, '23

Claire Yoo, Harvard College '23

Abigail Martinez Tovar

James Pope, Alumnus: College 1973; Law School 1983

Girish Pendse, HKS, 2023

Karen Huang, History and Literature

Andrew Baker, GSAS '17

Crystal Fleming, Ph.D. 2011, GSAS

Aly Corey, Former lecturer on history and literature

Erin Collins, HGSE Class of 2022

Angie Estevez Prada, HGSE Ed.M. Student

Woohee Kim, Harvard Graduate School of Education, PhD student (deferred)

Annelies McVoy, Proud mother of a striking Harvard grad student.

Eva Lavranou, TA, MDes ADPD 22', Harvard GSD

diana meza, College '23

Natalie Sew, Ed.M HGSE

Gabriel Montague, HGSE class of 2022

Amulya Garimella, College '25

Simon Rosenblum-Larson, Harvard College Class of 2021

Raghav Chopra, Harvard College, class of 2024

Gracie Simonson, Harvard College '25
703. Audrey Fox, Administrative Coordinator - HUCTW
704. Emily Roberts, Student
705. Amanda Liaw
706. Aiden Alanmanou, Harvard Class '25
707. Ben Green, PhD, SEAS '20
708. Isabelle Leventhal
709. John Anderson, HGSE Ed.M. '22
710. Ebtehal Elghamrawy, Alumni
711. Emily Salem
712. Kevin Salem, Student parent
713. Jackie Ramos Draper, HGSE '22
714. Aisha Abdelhamid, College '23
715. Bench Ansfield, Charles Warren Center
717. Patrick Ross, HSPH '18
718. Jennifer Pope
719. Alex Marsicovetere, HGSE '22
720. Helen Bennett, local faith community leader
721. Dakota Willis
722. Sharad Vivek Sagar, Master's Degree Candidate at Harvard Graduate School of Education
723. Cassandra Carrion, Security
724. Jordan Barton, Harvard College 2023
725. Zainab Iqbal, Student